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It was the purpose of this thesis to explain the 

process employed in painting the eight paintings which I 

have submitted as ay thesis proper, and to explain what 

I sought and feel I achieved in doing these paintings. 
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A MOTHER HOLDING HER BAKE  (Ho*.   One through Eight)   ...       1 

H.H.    My thesis proper consists of eight paintings, numbered 
one  through eight,  slides of which hare been submitted for 
filing in the  UniYersity of lorth Carolina at Greensboro 
Library.    These slides are incorporated into the text of my 
written thesis by this reference. 



BIGHT  VERSIONS  OP  A MOTHER HOLDING HER BABI 

My thesis proper  consists of eight  paintings,   each 

of which is dome in acrylics on a canvass Measuring twenty 

six inches by thirty-eight inches. 

The paintings are all of the sane  subject,  a Mother 

holding her baby in her aras.    Zaeh painting was began 

with a drawing of these figures which was traced frow a 

■aster copy made from an earlier painting* 

In doing the painting of the Mother and baby. I 

tried to eaphaaize intinacy by having the heads nearly 

touch each other,  and by having the ■other hold the baby 

closely*    I also tried to emphasize this intimacy through 

similarity of brushwork in the head areas. 

The reason for repeating subject matter in «y 

paintings was so that I could experiment with line and 

color —i  develop new ideas without the distraction of 

concern with subject natter and balance.    This experi- 

liCoIor slides of these paintings have been submitted 
for filing in the  university of Kortth Carolina at Greensboro 
Library.    The paintings are listed in the List of Figures, 
supra,  and the method for labeling the slides is consistent 
with the ■ethod of listing employed in the List of Figures. 



mentation with line  and  coder was an important purpose 

of my painting* 

In A Mother Holding Ber Baby. lumber One2  I noticed 

emerging a pattern of dark areas similar to a Hogarth curve. 

I emphasized this pattern in some  of ay subsequent paintings 

and one of these paintings is included in ay thesis proper. 3 

Having completed several paintings similar to Painting 

Number Two,   I began to experiment with impasto and arbitrary 

color.    This experimentation! was involved in a number of my 

subsequent  paintings,  and six of these paintings are in- 

cluded in my thesis proper.* 

I feel that Paintings Numbered Three through Eight 

are more  significant than Paintings Humbered One and Two. 

I yiew the  former as a progression from the earlier paintings 

to a more  complete satisfaction of my desire for expression 

and spontaneity. 

2Since the titles of my paintings are  identical 
except for numbers, the paintings are hereinafter identi- 
fied by number,  e.g.,  Painting lumber Two,  and Paintings 
Humbered Three through Kignt~ 

^Painting Number Two. 

^Paintings numbered Three through Eight. 




